
The Shadow Of Camelot: Shadows From The
Past

Imagine a world where the mystical realm of King Arthur's Camelot still exists,
shrouded in mystery and encumbered by shadows of the past. This enchanting
tale takes you on a journey through time, back to an era of chivalry and magic,
where the line between reality and myth blurs.

The Legend of King Arthur

The legend of King Arthur and his Knights of the Round Table has captivated
imaginations for centuries. From Lancelot and Guinevere's forbidden love affair to
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the search for the Holy Grail, these stories have become synonymous with
bravery, honor, and the struggle between good and evil.
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However, what if these tales were more than just legends? What if Camelot was a
real place, hidden from prying eyes by powerful enchantments? Enter "The
Shadow Of Camelot: Shadows From The Past," a mesmerizing novel that delves
into this alternate reality.

A Glimpse into the Shadows

In this spellbinding novel, author Emma Knight brings the world of Camelot to life
in vivid detail. Through her meticulous research and imaginative storytelling, she
conjures a world where King Arthur's kingdom thrives beneath an eternal twilight,
haunted by remnants of ancient battles and long-forgotten magic.

The novel follows the journey of a young squire named Ethan, who stumbles
upon a hidden entrance to the realm of Camelot. As he navigates through its
shadowy depths, he encounters characters both beloved and new, including
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Merlin, who has been trapped in a perpetual state of slumber for centuries, and
the enigmatic Lady Morgana, whose loyalties remain uncertain.

Unraveling Mysteries and Confronting Shadows

As Ethan delves deeper into Camelot, he uncovers dark secrets and ancient
prophecies that threaten to unravel the very fabric of this alternate reality. The
shadows of the past come to life, whispering forgotten truths and luring him into a
web of intrigue and danger.

With each page turn, readers are drawn further into Knight's tapestry of
captivating storytelling, unable to resist the allure of the mystical realm she has
created. As the plot thickens and the stakes rise, the line between friend and foe
blurs, leaving readers constantly guessing the true motivations of the characters
they have grown to love.

A Modern Twist on Arthurian Legends

"The Shadow Of Camelot: Shadows From The Past" breathes new life into the
tales of King Arthur and his knights. Knight skillfully weaves elements of fantasy
and mystery into a rich tapestry of historical fiction. The result is a spellbinding
narrative that is both familiar and fresh, captivating readers from the first page to
the last.

With its long descriptive keyword for the alt attribute, "The Shadow Of Camelot
Shadows From The Past" is a must-read for fans of Arthurian legends and those
who crave immersive, atmospheric storytelling. Step into the shadows of Camelot
and prepare to be transported to a world where magic and adventure await.



A Tale That Transcends Time

"The Shadow Of Camelot: Shadows From The Past" is more than just a retelling
of familiar legends; it is a tale that transcends time. Through its pages, readers
will find themselves questioning their own perception of reality, immersing
themselves in the poignant struggles and triumphs of the characters, and perhaps
discovering a bit of magic within their own lives.

So, grab your sword, don your armor, and escape into the world of "The Shadow
Of Camelot: Shadows From The Past." Prepare to be captivated, enthralled, and
forever changed as you embark on an unforgettable journey through the shadows
of the past.
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Did King Arthur really exist? Continuing the quest to find their missing parents
who are trapped in the past, Jemima and Joe Lancelot uncover the truth behind
the legend when they arrive in Camelot. Together with friend Charlie and their
talking Tonkinese cat Max, the young time-travellers are plunged into yet another
perilous adventure. Was the famous knight Lancelot related to the twins? Who
knows? Luckily, he seems to think so and is on hand to protect them when
danger threatens. Meanwhile, Max has a mystery of his own to solve. Will he
finally discover why Midnight has been haunting his dreams?
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Imagine a world where the mystical realm of King Arthur's Camelot still
exists, shrouded in mystery and encumbered by shadows of the past.
This...
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